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Persistence of parainfluenza
virus upper respiratory tract

infections at South Pole Station
during winter 1976

ALAN J . PARKINSON, H. G. MUCHMORE, and L. V.
Scorr

Health Sciences Center
Department of Microbiology and Immunology

College of Medicine
University of Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190

Two distinct midwinter outbreaks of upper respira-
tory tract infections (RTI's) occurred at Amundsen-Scott
(South Pole) Station during the 1976 winterover period.
We have investigated these outbreaks in light of the
common observation that upper respiratory tract infec-
tions (common colds) are less frequent or absent during
the winter than during the summer at many antarctic
stations (Cameron and Moore, 1968; Hedblom 1961;
Holmes et al., 1971; Muchmore et al., 1970).

These observations are consistent with current theo-
ries of virus infection and immunity within a small closed
population. Human subjects usually become immune to
infecting viruses, making survival transmission of these
agents less likely. In Antarctica, infections with common
cold viruses quickly subside after the onset of winter
isolation and remain quiescent until isolation is broken
with the arrival of relief personnel during the following
summer and the subsequent introduction of infectious
virus. With the increased station population, explosive
common cold epidemics usually follow. The susceptibil-
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Figure 1. Outbreaks of upper respiratory tract infections
during winter isolation, 1976, at South Pole Station. Results
are expressed as percent of total wintering population with

colds.

ity of both departing winterover personnel and newcom-
ers is known to play a major role in the development of
the epidemic.

Midwinter outbreaks of common colds have been re-
ported. Allen et al. (1973), reported common colds oc-
curring after 17 weeks of unbroken isolation. No caus-
ative viral agent could be identified by either virus
cultivation of stored throat swabs or serological testing
of sera collected during the outbreak. Flynn, Fusch, and
Dick (1977), monitored the incidence of RTI'S at Mc-
Murdo Station during the 1976 winterover. Colds were
present throughout much of the winter, with peak in-
cidence occuring during June 1976. However, no virus
isolations or serological results were reported.

At South Pole Station, one outbreak occurred after 8
May and the other in August (after 20 weeks of total
isolation) (figure 1). We collected sequential sera from
18 subjects and tested them by hemagglutination inhi-
bition procedure against parainfluenza virus types 1 and
3, these being two viral agents recovered from McMurdo
Station the preceding summer (Parkinson et al., 1979).
Serological responses were detected with parainfluenza
types 1 and 3 in May and with parainfluenza type 1 in
August (figure 2). Heterotypic responses were evident
in some subjects, indicating either exposure to both vi-
ruses or the production of cross-reacting antibody. Ser-
ologic responses were chronologically compatible with
the observed RTI's and were present in both sympto-
matic and asymptomatic subjects. Throat swabs and na-
sal washings collected during the outbreaks were stored
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Figure 2. Percent of 1976 South Pole winterover population
with serological responses to parainfluenza virus type 1 (A),
and type 3 (B), as determined by hemagglutination Inhibi-

tion.
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at _70o C (Revco) and transported to home laboratories
in liquid nitrogen (_2000 C) the following summer. No
viruses were isolated from these specimens.

Parainfluenza virus types 1 and 3 have been impli-
cated as agents causing RTI'S at McMurdo Station dur-
ing the 1975-76 austral summer (Parkinson et al., 1979).
Spread of these viral agents to South Pole Station during
November 1975 was demonstrated by the recovery of
two parainfluenza type 1 viruses (figure 1) from summer
support personnel working at South Pole Station. The
serological responses of 1976 winterover subjects during
this period suggests the presence of both parainfluenza
virus types 1 and 3 before station closing (unpublished
data).

Midwinter infections and serological responses ob-
served in apparently healthy adult humans wintering at
South Pole Station suggests the persistence of parainflu-
enza virus types 1 and 3 in humans. The presence or
absence of carrier subjects wintering at an antarctic sta-
tion may account for the sporadic occurrence of mid-
winter RTI that may or may not appear at a particular
station during a particular year.

This research has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 72-05787 and funds from the
United States Veterans Administration.
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A virucidal handkerchief for
helping prevent transmission of
respiratory infection at McMurdo

Station and Scott Base during
the winter fly-in period

ELLIOT C. DICK and SANDRA S. GAVINSKI

Department of Preventive Medicine
University of Wisconsin—Madison

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

MEARL C. MAHL and GEORGE R. WALTER

S. C. Johnson Company
Racine, Wisconsin 53403

One of us, Elliot C. Dick, briefly visited McMurdo Sta-
tion and Scott Base in January 1979 (our only field op-
eration in Antarctica during the 1978-79 season) to in-
form the winterover groups of the respiratory virus
transmission interruption experiment planned for the
next winter fly-in period (WINFLY, August 1979).

Being able to break the chains of respiratory virus
transmission among the personnel of these two bases
seems feasible for two reasons.

First, various studies in Antarctica and elsewhere have
suggested that respiratory virus infections may be rela-
tively difficult to transmit. The evidence suggesting that
respiratory illness may be more difficult to disseminate
than popularly surmised has been reported previously
by us (D'Alessio et al., 1976; Dick, 1976; Dick et al.,
1977), as well as by others (Cate, 1978; Gwaltney, Mos-
kalski, and Hendley, 1978; Reed, 1975).

Second, a virucidal paper handkerchief has been de-
veloped that should be able to rapidly inactivate viruses
in nasal secretions. Suitable for experimental use, the
handkerchief is a 3-ply absorbent paper tissue approx-
imately 144 square inches in area and treated with iodine
complexed to a nonionic polymer. It is highly virucidal
(see accompanying table).

The table demonstrates the ability of one square inch
of this handkerchief to render noninfectious 0.1 milli-
liter of virus mixed with an equal volume of saliva. The
viruses used represent the two general morphologic
types involved in respiratory illness—a naked icosahe-
dral virus (rhinovirus 16), which is very resistant to most
disinfectants, and an enveloped helical virus (parainflu-
enza 3), which is easily inactivated.

At the end of the timed period, the iodine is inacti-
vated with sodium thiosulfate. As indicated 106. 5TCID
of rhinovirus 16 and I W-'TCID50 of parainfluenza 3 can
be inactivated below the level of detection (less than
102TCID) within five minutes and one minute, respec-
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